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1 The influence of liberation theology is obvious. The methodical insight which is the focus of the research published in two different book series is proven in one of the factors most challenging to mission and dialogue in world Catholicism:
the perpetual presence of the "other" as a stranger. 2 Learning religion in the presence of the "other" is not the exception; in reality, it is very typical of mission and dialogue in Africa as well as in Europe.
METHODOLOGICAL ASPECTS OF DOING THEOLOGY AFTER THE SECOND VATICAN COUNCIL
The Second Vatican Council, as well as some encyclicals that followed it, inherited not only doctrinal aspects but also offered new methodologies for doing theology.
The "theological culture" identified as communicative theology (CT) is aware of these methodologies. 3 In this article, I will offer some brief insights on the theme, "The Future of Catholicism in Africa. " To do this, I cannot remain a distant author;
rather, I must involve myself.
To Keep Silent, Listen, and Learn: Basic Attitudes for Mission and Dialogue based on Gaudium et Spes and Evangelii Nuntiandi 4
When it comes to the future of Catholicism in Africa, I must keep silent. As a Euro- The Jewish philosopher Martin Buber argues that, between the "Me" and the "You, "
the gift of real encounter happens as long as no one uses the other as an "It, " an object. 6 Children are especially vulnerable to being treated as an "It. " The deepest injury to the psyche occurs when religious and sexual damages are at work together.
The role of dialogue in mission is undermined when the other becomes an object of mission, an object of pastoral care, an object of catechesis, or an object of evangelization. The challenge of dialogue in mission is not only the "me-you" relationships, but as the French-Lithuanian Jewish philosopher Emmanuel Levinas argues: that when I encounter the face of the "other, " there is also the possibility of engagement with "the third" who demands my attention and provokes my responsibility. At the research level, the consequence of a "re-reading of the Gospel in light of contemporary culture" is to value empirical studies that make us aware of people's
lives. But what kind of empirical studies do we need to be near to the day-to-day life of the people? I agree with the pope that "finding God in all things is not an 'empirical eureka'; rather it requires a spiritual sensitivity to encounter God beyond The joys and the hopes, the griefs and the anxieties of the men of this age, especially those who are poor or in any way afflicted, these are the joys and hopes, the griefs and anxieties of the followers of Christ. Indeed, nothing genuinely human fails to raise an echo in their hearts.
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As he proclaims in Evangelii Gaudium, Pope Francis does not want a Church concerned with being at the center and, ultimately, caught up in a web of obsessions and procedures. In line with Gaudium et Spes, he wants "a Church which is bruised, hurting, and dirty because it has been out on the streets, rather than a Church that is unhealthy from being confined and from clinging to its own security. "
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Outstanding Prophecy Helps Us to Do Theology Out on the Streets
If church mission and dialogue is to take place out on the street, theology cannot simply be grasped in the library or the lecture hall. Gustavo Gutiérrez taught us
Europeans a lesson about theology on the streets that I shall never forget. When we were with him in Peru, he finished his lectures and conversations with us every day at 4 p.m. so that he could go to be with the people in a small comunidad on the chen Hilberath and myself. 19 We understand theology as a process. A theological process can be experienced at multiple levels of encounters. In doing CT, we oscillate -as Figure 1 shows -between:
• the level of the immediate encounter of men and women/individuals in plural communities and out on the street;
• the level of their experience and interpretations;
• the level of conceptually structured theological discourse, which is the level of explicit research.
CT has been deeply inspired by a type of learning and communication known as theme-centered interaction (TCI), which was developed by German-Jewish psychotherapist Ruth C. Cohn (1912 Cohn ( -2010 .
Gunda Werner and some others on the research board of CT have been educated and working in this kind of group work for years. As Dennis M. Doyle writes in a report on CT:
Cohn's approach is noteworthy for its attempt to overcome various false dichotomies between the subjective and the objective, content and application, teacher and learner, freedom and interdependency, the self and the other, the individual and the group, the immediate community and the larger society. It incorporates various paradoxical measures such as slowing down to get more done; letting go to make progress and focusing on disturbances and conflicts to build up stronger groups.
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On the graph, you can see that the three levels are expanded as triangles in spheres.
The different triangles in the sphere come from the TCI concept in which we speak about the dynamic balance between I, We, It, and Globe. Influenced by Rahner, Buber, Levinas, Ricoeur, and others and engaging the various theological loci, we see and understand the theme-centered interaction factors theologically as dimen- sions that represent the loci from where we can think of God and the human being, which is what every theology does.
WHOM DO WE MEET ON THE STREET WHEN IT COMES TO MISSION AND DIALOGUE?
Ten years after the end of Vatican II, the Würzburg Synod in Germany reflected on religious education and catechesis. 21 The nucleus of the synod text we can find in the "General Directory for Catechesis. " 22 As the Würzburg Synod text states, the directory differentiates catechesis (which should be used in Christian communities especially for catechumens and in religious education in school) as addressed to all children and youth. In the synod text, the directory speaks of "believers, " of students "who are searching, " and of students "who are non-believers. " Religious education has to make sense for everyone. Differences between persons and communities can sometimes prove uncomfortable, but the Holy Spirit, who is the source of that diversity, can bring forth something good from all things and turn it into an attractive means of evangelization. Diversity must always be reconciled by the help of the Holy Spirit; he alone can raise up diversity, plurality and multiplicity while at the same time bringing about unity. When we, for our part, aspire to diversity, we become self-enclosed, exclusive and divisive; similarly, whenever we attempt to create unity on the basis of our human calculations, we end up imposing a monolithic uniformity. This is not helpful for the Church's mission.
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Whom do we meet on the streets of diverse, plural, multiple societies? If I take a look at the global North, I am aware of globalized societies in which the religious monocultures that persisted into the 20th century have given way to a world of varied religious convictions and worldviews. In Europe, sometimes it gives rise to a "fear of religion" as the well-known sociologist of religion José Casanova has discussed.
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As we can see all over the world, the diversity of religions can lead to conflictssometimes violent conflicts -but also to a better understanding between people.
One of the most important aims of mission and dialogue in a plural society would seem to be encouraging people to treat others with respect, tolerance, and sympathy to avoid conflicts that degenerate into violence. 
THE CATHOLIC CHURCH'S APPROACH TO CULTURAL AND RELIGIOUS PLURALISM
Vatican II brought about some new principles regulating the Catholic Church's approach to cultural and religious pluralism. I will recall some of these here:
• The central significance of conscience. The council calls it the most concealed center and the inner sanctum of the individual, where s/he is at one with God, whose voice can be heard from within.
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• The emphasis on the right of every individual to freedom of religion. 28 In this context, children's rights are particularly important as children are most vulnerable when exposed to religious abuse when religion is turned into an ideology.
• tus, " we read:
Christians are not distinguished from the rest of mankind, either in the locality in speech or customs; for they dwell not somewhere in cities of their own. They neither use a different language nor practice an extraordinary kind of life. They don't possess any invention discovered by ingenious men and are not masters of any human dogma. While they dwell in cities of Greeks and barbarians and follow the native customs in dress, food and lifestyle, the constitution of their own citizenship, which they set forth, is marvelous and confessedly contradicts expectations. They dwell in their own countries, but only as sojourners;
they bear their share in all things as citizens, and they endure all hardships as strangers. Every foreign country is a fatherland to them, and every fatherland is foreign. They marry like all other men and they beget children, but they do not cast away their offspring. They have their meals in common, but not their wife's. They find themselves in the flesh, and yet they live not after the flesh.
Their existence is on earth, but their citizenship is in heaven.
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As the Protestant theologian Michael Nausner figures out, the homeland of Christians is always in the borderland. 33 Typical of the borderland situation is to live in cultural and religious plurality; you learn "in the presence of the Other. " And learning in the presence of the Other encourages competence in the selective authenticity involved in the treatment of one's religious convictions and those of the Other. We cannot expect a kind of religious "soul searching" in each and every possible situation, resulting in the exposure of cultural orientation and religious conviction in public, nor are we concerned about hiding our convictions even in their symbolic ritual practices.
In this context, the metaphor found in the Old Testament of Moses's confrontation with God (in Exodus 3) seems applicable. It is the metaphor of the "holy ground"
which can be transferred to this intimate religious sphere. If anything, we should tread the holy ground of the foreign "Other" barefoot, that is, with the greatest amount of respect, acknowledging the greatest possible freedom of the "Other. "
The "Other" should certainly not be trampled on, as this would be tantamount to committing a religious transgression.
